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Work with sb on sth

doing work / task1 [intransitive] to do something that involves physical or mental effort, especially as part of the work I can't work if I'm cold. working on something I've been working on my job all day. He's working on a new novel. He's outside, working in the car. + Noun Doctor often works very long. 2[intransitive] to have both my parents work. work for
someone/something he works for an engineering company. work in something I've always worked in education. working with someone/something Do you enjoy working with kids? working as something my son works as a teacher. make an effort3[transitive] self-performing / someone + adv./prep. to make yourself/someone work, especially very hard He works
himself too hard. 4[intransitive] to make an effort to achieve something work for something he dedicated his life to working for peace. work to do something the Committee works to get prisoners released. The police and the public need to work together to combat crime. manage5[transitive] works something to manage or operate something to benefit from it to
work the soil (= plant on it, etc.) He works in a large area (= selling company goods, etc.). (Metaphorical) He is a skilled speaker who knows how to work the crowd (= to excite them or make them feel something strong). machine/device6[intransitive] to function; to operate the Phone does not work. It works with electricity. Are they closer to understanding how
the brain works? 7[transitive] works something to make machines, devices, etc. operate Do you know how coffee machines work? This machine is done by wind power. have results / effects8 [intransitive] to have the results or effects that you want the pills that the doctor gave me did not work. My plan worked, and I made them agree. work on someone /
something His charm does not work on me (= does not affect or impress me). 9[intransitive] to have a certain effect of working against someone your age can work against you in this job. work for someone Speaking Italian should work in his favor. 10[transitive] work something to cause or produce something as a result of your efforts can work wonders with
a little money if you follow our home decorating tips. use material11[transitive] to make the material into a certain shape or shape by pressing, stretching, hitting it, etc. working something to work clay to work gold work something into something to work the mixture into paste 12[intransitive] work (in / with something) (from a etc.) to use certain materials to
produce images or other goods an artist who works in the oil of a craftsman who works with wood part of the face / body13 [intransitive] (formal) to move hard He looks at me in horror, his mouth moves gradually14 [intransitive, transitive] to move or forward to a certain place or state, usually gradually + adv./prep. It will take a long time for the drug to work out
of your system. works your way + adv./prep. (metaphorical) He worked his way up to for his profession. work alone / something + adj. I was tied up, but managed to work myself free. + adj. The screws have worked loose. Idioms to organize things a certain way, especially by being smart Can you work on it so we get free tickets? Phrasal Verbswork is around
working out of work over overwork to work hard to work up toSee's job at Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary To develop or do work on something After a long shift, and when most people are in bed, Cameron comes home to work on his secret project. To persuade or exercise influence on someone Larry has volunteered to work on the boss to give us
the rest of the day off. To perform a series of actions on something To persuade (an unwilling person) to do something by using your power or threat to influence, usually emotionally to improve to act, or put into action, request Stimulating To design or plan an approach to a particular task or project To carry out a task as a member To bother, harass, or
interfere constantly To form or form material given To hem in To find an answer or solution to a problem or question To devote energetically, or begin to devote yourself, an attempt to something To fix or fix something To beg someone to do something (Definition of work in sb of Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &amp;amp; Thesaurus © Cambridge
University Press) Bonjour ! What is the correct formula to use when you want to say you are working with someone on something? Example: English: I worked with Jody on a project proposal. France: Je travaille avec Jody sur? à la proposition de projet. Merci beaucoup! SLS Hello To me there is a nuance (smooth) Travailler à = to outline the project
proposal. It's not ready. Travailler sur = Project proposal is ready or not. It could be elaboration, edition, revision etc... Hello To me there is a nuance (smooth) Travailler à = to outline the project proposal. It's not ready. Travailler sur = Project proposal is ready or not. It could be elaboration, edition, revision etc... Ha! Interesting. Thank you for your help both of
you. You must log in or register to reply here. From the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary Englishwork on a person/something phrasal verb1 WORK/DO WORKto spends time working to produce or refine something He has spent the last two years working on a book about parenting. Every weekend you see him working on his car.2 to try very hard to
improve or achieve something a trainer has brought to work on his fitness.working on doing something We need to work on ensure that children feel safe and confident.3 PERSUADEto tries constantly to influence someone or persuade them to do something you leave to me. I'm going to work for him. →→ Look at his verb deskExamples from Corpuswork on
• I think Carolyn was working on a big indictment that month.• Last night Mr Brown was working on the final details of his £4billion giveaway. under stress - because she works alone.• Five mornings a week she works on campus, mastering the intricacies of various software programmes.• After being rushed to his desk, he listened to problems and started
working on his computer.• I think Carolyn was working on a major indictment that month.• In hidden work there were just nine positions , at eight different payment levels.• Last night Mr Brown was working on the final details of his £4billion giveaway.• Let each side dry up thoroughly before you start working on the next one.• Side of the border what you live in
or work on is often nothing more than a matter of individual circumstances. Phrase If you make someone's short work or something, you deal with them or beat them very quickly. [informal] Agassi makes short work of his opponent. See the full dictionary entry for the shortCOBUILD Advanced English dictionary. Copyright © New HarperCollins Publishers
from Collins Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and get access to exclusive updates and offer register me 7 US political terms to confuse American Brits holding the presidential election on November 3 after a long and sometimes rancorous campaign. Here are some colorful examples of American political slang taken from the Collins Dictionary
that might draw attention across the pond: Read more Awareness Month last month, this month and the next two are great for practicing Latin numbers, as you do: septem, okto, novem, decem (7, 8, 9, 10). But wait a minute. Decem means 'ten', but December is not the tenth month. Or is it? Read more From hiraeth to washi: find the latest words added to
the Collins Dictionary language experts are in broad agreement that English has one of the richest vocabularies in any language. English speakers have about twice as many words as they want than Spanish or Chinese speakers. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary app - available for iOS and Android. Read more
about our new Collins Dictionary for Online Dictionary Schools for schools providing a safe and suitable environment for children. And best of all it's ad-free, so sign up now and start using it at home or in class. Read more Word list We have almost 200 lists of words from topics as varied as butterfly types, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Admire
your friends with your newfound knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, linguistic insights, offers, and competitions every month. Read more 1. To use some material in the creation of one's work. I usually work with acrylic, but I'll try oil paint for This. I've always hated working with this kind of clay. Utilize multiple tools,
instruments, or other apparatus in the performance of some labor or activity. He's never worked with a heavy machine like that before. Are you comfortable working with a concrete saw?3. To work with someone in order to perform some tasks, activities, responsibilities, etc. You will work with Karen on this project. We are currently working with police from
across the border to resolve the case. Farlex Idioms Dictionary. © Farlex 2015, Inc., all rights reserved.to manipulate or work on a person or something. Let me work with him for a while. I'll convince him. I want to work with this machine and see if I can get started.to work with some tools or instruments. He's working with chisels now. In a minute he'll turn to a
small knife. Do you know how to work with voltmeters? McGraw-Hill Dictionary American Idiom and Phrasal Verbs. © 2002 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.See also: Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell friends about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster page for free fun content. Link to this page: &lt;a href= with+
(someone+or+something)&gt;work with (someone or something)&lt;/a&gt; something)
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